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Abstract
Identification of different Colors and more patterns is very challenging task to choose the cloths
for the visually weaken persons. Automatic clothing pattern recognition is additionally a testing
research issue because of turn, scaling, light, and particularly expansive intra-class design
number of varieties in the patterns of clothes. With the help of Open CV library, color detection,
and its pattern identification is easily done through DSL-CNN modified classifier in automatic
process. To implement the current research work we created large amount set of data having N
number of patterns and colors were considered. The implemented algorithm is used for the
combination of its feature analysis in order to identify the comparison of feature images with the
large amount of database. In the process of classification the classifier would create m number of
learners to form training set and its possibility of class probabilities. Based on the different
dataset the operation of the convolution was performed in the image data and its classification
was discussed in the results. From this feature confusion matrix and the probabilities of each
class, the weight and loss value are calculated for each iteration, if it satisfies the minimum loss
in value or if it reached the maximum iteration, then the final probability was considered as the
classified output label. The accuracy of the DSL-CNN classifier was measured as 99.3%.
Keywords: visually impaired people, color & pattern, modified DSL-CNNs classifier,
accuracy
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1. Introduction
Impairment of Vision or loss of vision is mentioned as the decreased ability to see any type of
object and this kind of issues are very difficult to identify and solving by usual means, such with
the use of glasses. Visual impedance is regularly characterized as a best redressed visual high
sharpness of more terrible than either 20/40 or 20/60. The term blindness is utilized for finish or
almost entire vision misfortune. Visual impedance may cause individuals challenges with typical
day by day exercises, for example, driving, perusing, mingling, and strolling. The most widely
recognized reasons for visual impairment all around are uncorrected refractive errors. Different
clutters that may cause visual issues incorporate age related macular degeneration, diabetic
retinopathy, corneal blurring, adolescence visual impairment, and various diseases for especially
visually impaired people. Visual hindrance can likewise be caused by issues in the mind because
of stroke, untimely birth, or injury among others. These cases are known as cortical visual
weakness. Screening for vision issues in kids may enhance future vision and instructive
accomplishment. Screening grown-ups without side effects is of questionable advantage. Finding
is by an eye exam.
The World Health Organization (WHO) appraises that 82% of visual weakness is either
preventable or reparable with treatment [1]. This incorporates waterfalls, the diseases waterway
visual deficiency and trachoma, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, uncorrected refractive mistakes,
and a few instances of adolescence visual impairment. Many individuals with noteworthy visual
weakness advantage from vision restoration, changes in their condition, and assistive gadgets.
Visual impairment or visual impedance is a condition that influences many individuals around
the globe. This condition prompts the loss of the profitable feeling of vision. Overall more than
167 million individuals are outwardly impeded with 45 million to be visually impaired [1]. The
requirement for assistive gadget was and will be persistent. There is an extensive variety of route
frameworks and apparatuses existing for outwardly hindered people. The visually impaired
individual really prerequisites and distinguish objects. The world wellbeing association
anticipates that this number will increment in the coming years. The current research work
focused on new algorithms like DSL-CNN classifier which can be very useful for the visually
impaired or blind person to choose the clothes and patterns. This work will give more accurate
than any existing work.

2. Problem Definition
The more number of issues basic issues for matching different mixed color clothes and variety of
patterns. Particular objects that reflect identical spectra are often reported as being of different
colors, depending on lighting conditions and color adaptation state. Besides, shadows and
wrinkles might be confounded as a component of the surface examples or symbolism of the
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garments and in this manner cause blunders. The pictures of cloths can be imaged from in a
different fashion. The more Techniques for coordinating examples require the information match
of colors and their patterns. Finally, many garments have different structure with complex
pattern and various hues and colors, which increase difficulty of identifications for visually
impaired people.

3. Objectives
The objective of the proposed system is given below.
 To identify the proper database different methods used for classification of cloth patterns.
. To propose a new algorithm this can do the accurate classification of cloth colors and patterns.
 To improve the accuracy of current algorithm.

4. Literature Survey
Li et al. [2] proposed LBP and GLCM for feature extraction and later used SVM as a classifier to
classify the woven fabric types. Their proposed method reported an accuracy of 87.77%.
Kuo et al. [3] used CIE-Lab color model and co-occurrence matrix to extract features, and then
applied a SOM network for classification. The highest classification accuracy obtained was
92.63%.
Xiao et al. [4] proposed a method based on TILT and HOG to identify the texture features and
later FCM clustering was used for classification. Their method achieved an accuracy of 94.57%.
The problem with these approaches was that the datasets were limited to only a small number of
images. The authors also excluded the consideration of uneven light during image acquisition, as
well as physical properties such as yarn thickness, diameter changes, and rotational variation of
fabrics.

5. Methodology
DSL-CNN classifier
In this classification algorithm, we proposed the combination of feature analysis method to
predict the matching image comparing features with the database. During the classification
process, the DSL performs the creation of ‘m’ number of learners to form it as the training set
and its class probabilities. Then from the dataset, the Convolution operation was performed in
the ‘K’ folded image data which forms the feature arrangement for classification. From this
feature matrix and the probabilities of each class, the weight and loss value are calculated for
each iteration, if it satisfies the minimum loss in value or if it reached the maximum iteration,
then the final probability was considered as the classified output label.
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Algorithm -1
DSL-CNN classifier algorithm
Image training:
Input: Image Dataset,
Output: Model Parameter,
For iter = 1 to Max_Iter //Loop run for maximum number of iteration count
Initialize by the Gaussian distribution of μ = 0 and σ = 0.001
For i = 1 to n //’n’ is the size of training images
For j = 1 to k // ‘k’ is the number of folds in dataset
For l = 1 to 3 // 3 layers in network
Calculate // – Filter coefficient to convolute ‘Y’ image and – Bias vector for network 1.
Calculate // – Filter coefficient to convolute ‘’
image and – Bias vector for
network 2.
Calculate // – Filter coefficient to convolute ‘’ image and – Bias vector for network 3.
End For ‘l’
Calculate //Find the distance vector between image sets.
If , then // is parameter closed to zero
Calculate // Difference in each iteration
Calculate // Update the neuron weight value
End If
End For ‘j’
End For ‘i'
Get weight value, average probability and its corresponding loss.
If loss < , then
Append average probability
Else
Break iteration
End If
End For ‘iter’
Image Testing:
Input: Testing image ‘’ and Model Parameter,
Output: Classified image and corresponding label, L
For l = 1 to 3 // 3 layers in network
Calculate
Calculate
Calculate
End For
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Figure 1: Methodology flow

6. Experimental results and discussions
The mentioned work can be implemented as classification and its features can be shown in
following figures.

Figure 2: training stage
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Figure 3: different types of cloth image and pattern directory
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Figure 4: Trained Work space

Figure 5: command window color voice results
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Figure 6: cloth pattern classification

Figure 7: ROC curve
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Figure 8: performance of parameters chart
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Figure 9: Classification results
The performance of the system can be calculated in terms of accuracy. The accuracy can be
calculated as follows:

Where TP : True Positive, FP : False Positive, TN: True Negative, FN: False Negative

7. Conclusion
The current research work was implemented using DSL-CNN classifier to extract the cloth
pattern and its classification. Feature extract method is proposed to overcome problem in
classifying the different pattern fashion images that are acquired randomly. The objective of the
research is to obtain the pattern value of fashion images to classify the irregulars, stripped,
designed using feature extraction with grey level occurrence confusion matrix as a method for
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extracting textured feature and grey level run length matrix as a method for extracting texture
feature and modified convolutional neural network as a method for classify. This DSS-CNN
classifier method is proposed to overcome the problem in classifying pattern images that
acquired randomly from the created database. Next, the acquired fashion images are called the
main dataset. Then, as comparison, there is another dataset that acquired from capturing fashion
images in fine condition. From the performance parameters chart results shows the accuracy
99.3%.
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